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One afternoon—the one in which Mel’s dog Buddy Holly tried to swallow a sewing needle and we 
had to pull it out of his tongue, and boy, wasn’t that fun?—we sat down to work on more projects. 
Melody had the basics to put this gift-wrapping idea together and insisted there was something in 
them. I, ready to wind down, was just insisting on a glass of wine. She won. And from super simple 
pieces, this little wallet was born. The finished product looks like you spent much time and effort 
in making it, and the recipient will never guess it costs nearly nothing and takes very little time. 
But not only is the wallet easy to make, it is also cute as pie. Or manly, if you make it that way. 

You’ll likely have way more thoughts on the various uses or reuses for this wallet than we could 
ever fit in a book. It’s a great business card holder! Instant hip wallet! Keep a love note in it! Kids 
love these, too, for their coveted allowance. Those cards from yogurt, sandwich, or ice cream 
shops that get punched for each purchase, and then you get a free something, or half off? My son 
likes to collect those and keep them in one of our prototypes for this project. It’s just right. 
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Have 
> Any scrap fabric or paper larger than 6" * 8"—old book 

pages from lonely, forgotten books; magazine pages; 
children’s art (maybe the fridge is beginning to suf-
focate?), comic books, origami paper, and so on all  
work well.

> Clear contact paper
> Velcro
> Ruler or straight edge
> Craft knife or sharp scissors

Optional, and Awesome
> Japanese tape
> Stickers
> Stamps and ink of any colors
> Markers
> Any other fun paper ephemera

Prepare   
Gather the materials you are going to use. Use whole 
sheets of paper or assemble several sheets into a collage. 
Accessorize! Add tape, apply stickers, draw, paint; you get 
the idea. 
 tip: If you layer papers, make sure you stick down the  
entire surface of the paper (not just the edges) with glue 
or other adhesive. Your final sheet needs to be at least 
5Q" * 7Q". Also, one of our better tricks is to make a sheet 
way larger than this so that the final is cut diagonally 
from somewhere in the middle.
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Make
1.  Cut out two pieces of clear contact paper, just a little 

larger than your sheet of paper.

2. Peel the backing off one sheet of contact paper, place 
it adhesive side up on a clean work surface, and place 
your decorated paper neatly in the center. Peel the 
other contact sheet, and place it adhesive side down on 
your decorated paper. Use your hands to smooth out 
any bubbles, starting in the center and working your 
way out to the edges.

3.  Trim your paper down to 5T" * 7T". (This is where, if 
your original sheet is large, you can cut at odd angles to 
make your design even more interesting.)

4.  From the bottom, fold the paper up 2U", and make a 
sharp crease. Be sure you like it because this will be 
the front of the wallet.

5.  Sew this piece down on the left and right sides to cre-
ate the pocket. Use a straight or decorative stitch with 
a T" seam allowance.

6.  Now fold 1T" down from the top to create the front 
flap, make a sharp crease, and open it back up.

Finish
1.  With the top flap open, affix a ½" square of adhesive 

Velcro to the top left and right corners.

2.  Stick the Velcro mates directly on top of these two 
pieces. Peel off the adhesive backs, and firmly press the 
flap closed, allowing the mates to stick in their proper 
place on the wallet.
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Try
> Instead of stitching down the edges, use pretty  

Japanese tape (or any other kind of tape) to secure  
the pocket.

> We used Therm-O-Web iron-on vinyl to laminate 
a vintage fabric scrap, trimmed it down to size, and 
sewed it up following the directions above. Just for 
kicks, and because we needed a little excitement,  
we added a buttonhole and button to this version.
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